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1 Flares Twitter 0 Facebook 0 Google 1 1 Flares × Aqui vocà pode baixar o seu e-book. And if tiver problem pra baixar os livros, clique aqui e veja um tutorial que ensina passo-a-passo com fazer os downloads CLIQUE AQUI PARA BAIXAR COM DROPBOXCLIQUE AQUI PARA BAIXAR COM GOOGLE DRIVE Melhores avalia s Mais
recentes Melhores avalia-ees 22 Favourites2 Comments11K Views with aFun Pencil is available as a download here. This is the whole book, not just the first 30 pages we're focusing on. Feel free to move on if you feel confident in the first 30 pages by the end of the month. This month's topic is Chapter One of Andrew Loomis's Fun with a
Pencil This month our craft will catch the basics of form and I can't think of a better resource to start with than the first thirty pages of Andrew Loomis' Fun with a Pencil. The key here is to read and draw. Don't copy without reading what you're trying to accomplish with you. Thirty pages may seem like a lot, but it is very simple and
repetitive. (No need to exceed all 30 to get the idea) Your goal here is to work through the book and let Loomis teach how to draw his little gnome people. They are a bit creepy and probably not a style you want to maintain, but it will teach you how to build a character from any shape you can imagine. What you should do:1. Get a more 3D
look at your drawings and paintings. Escape the flat-looking that afflicts us all.2. Make a variety of characters without reference and break from crutch Same face a lot of artists use.3. Be able to use the reference without robotically copying and exaggerating features without huge problems.4. Build strong faces/portraits for all your
characters.5. Improve your ability to draw any object you come across! Exercises:1. Copy the heads from Loomis' book according to his method. If a certain head is giving you trouble. Draw it several times. Don't feel pressured to run. Just take the time and wait until you feel safe before moving on to the next page. Try not to spend more
than 20 minutes on a head. If it doesn't work after 20 minutes. Take a deep breath and start the same drawing again. Remember that the process is to get shapes to talk to each other to describe a face. Do not copy blindly, if you are doing it well your drawings will be very different from the book at first. Keep practicing!2. After a couple of
heads, draw your own! If they seem crazy to understand why and really try to rationalize what's going wrong or right. It's like a puzzle, every piece on the face should connect together. If you're frustrated, go back to the copy. Flip flop a lot of stronger effect!3. Copy preston drawings using Loomis' Step by Step method. It won't be easy.
You're going to have to consider the gesture and draw full bodies here and there. This is it's Advanced study for the month and should be approached when you want to mix things up or feel like you're starting to get good at people gnome funny face. I advise you to start with faces here and work your way up.4. Circles... If you are bored
and everywhere where the drawing is appropriate... Practice those fun hoops with a pencil. You should try to draw them lightly. Quickly draw the outer circle to keep the sides smooth. You'll get a lot of those lumpy ones, but move on!5. If you're struggling and nothing seems right... You're probably looking too hard to copy exactly as it is in
the book. Forget it. You're not as good as Loomis or Blair yet, so... Copies won't be perfect. Focus on the construction relationship between shapes that you can draw. If it's too hard, change it to something easier. Some techniques to make it easier is to switch to a pen and draw fast and large for a while. Then go back to the pencil. The
pen will force you to recognize what shape makes you rise. Livro em bom estado de conservao, pàginas e cortes amarelados devido ao do tempo, na contra capa um pequeno rasgo no lado direito inferiore, lombada danificada mas nada que altere a leitura. Size 23 X 30 cm and 120 pàginas. Exibindo todas come publicaàes encontradas
Filtre pelas mais recentes avaliaes do livro Ainda n'o h' avaliaes para este t'tulo, seja o primeiro a avaliar. The illustrator par excellence was a wonderful illustrator and teacher. Be notified, however: As a previous reviewer stated, some of the content could be considered culturally insensitive. The antiquated breed categories 'negroid',
'mongoloid' and 'caucasoid' are referenced here, and non-whites are always caricatured - pretty horrible. There's a lot to like about this (or any) Loomis book, however. His approach to head drawing is easily understood and entertaining, and gives the Loomis was an illustrator par excellence, and a wonderful teacher. Be notified, however:
As a previous reviewer stated, some of the content could be considered culturally insensitive. The antiquated breed categories 'negroid', 'mongoloid' and 'caucasoid' are referenced here, and non-whites are always caricatured - pretty horrible. There's a lot to like about this (or any) Loomis book, however. His approach to head drawing is
easily understood and fun, and gives the reader scads angles and ideas for creating varieties. A lot of content about creating the figure is also provided by the structure, to the point of gravity, to the action. I found the bit on glimpse the figure quite charming, but I rarely use the that outlines, as it's a bit boring! Really, everything you're likely
to draw (except nature -- apart from the human animal, of course) is covered here -- furniture, whole rooms (another but technically precise), shadows (excellent!), folds in clothing... The ratio of cartoon to realism is about 75 to 25, according to my calculations, but all the techniques given apply to any style. Great for the beginner, or for a
longtime amateur like me. ... More... More
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